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Abstract: When the icebreaker sails in the polar region, it adopts continuous and ramming icebreaking
operations. When the ice condition exceeds the design working condition, it uses the ramming
icebreaking method to advance. The nonlinear icebreaking process and complex ice conditions
make it difficult to accurately predict the ice-strengthened ships’ ramming performance. This paper
develops a scale-ratio brittle model of ice to simulate thick, level ice and predicts the ice penetration
distance and bow load of an icebreaking research vessel (IRV) model at different speeds. The test
results show that the penetration distance of the scoop-shaped bow IRV increases with the ramming
speed and the average and extreme values of the contact load increase with the increase in the speed.
The experimental results are a valid complement to the ice tank tests and do not cover all aspects of
ship design. The main purpose is to develop a test program and performance prediction scheme for
studying penetration distance and ice load during ram icebreaking.

Keywords: Arctic; icebreaker; ram icebreaking; model test; artificial model ice

1. Introduction

Speed-Dependent Ramming Performance

The opening of the Northern Sea Route (NSR) in the past decade has accelerated the
progress in polar ship and maritime engineering research, particularly in polar scientific
expeditions and the development of polar resources. Icebreakers have played a crucial role
in polar scientific research, navigation, and ice management while also providing support
in establishing shipping routes and escorting vessels with lower ice class ratings. Icebreaker
navigation and structural performance must comply with ship design specifications. The
International Maritime Organization (IMO) [1] underscores that, for ships operating in icy
conditions, every area of the hull and all appendages should be reinforced to withstand
the design structure/ice interaction scenario applicable to each situation. Ramming is the
most difficult scenario during the icebreaking navigation of an ice-strengthened ship. It is a
routine operation of polar icebreakers during icebreaking navigation. It is also a multiple
test of the ship’s icebreaking capability, stability, and structural safety. Canada’s ice class
specification, Canadian Arctic Class (CAC) [2], emphasizes the ramming performance of
ice-strengthened ships and the structural design specifications. Ships sailing in ice areas
rely on the power provided by propellers to move forward. When faced with severe
ice conditions such as thick ice, ice ridges, multi-year ice floes, or glacial ice fragments,
icebreakers cannot continuously break the ice and need to use a ram to break the ice.

The research on the performance of ram-type icebreaking icebreakers focuses on the
ship’s motions, the ice load on the bow, the penetration distance of the ship in the ice, and
the ice destruction mode under different speeds and ice conditions. Research methods, as
shown in Table 1, include full scale ship test methods [3–9], model test methods [10–12],
and numerical simulation methods [13–21].
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Table 1. Summary of ramming test methods for ice-strengthened ships.

Article Research
Methods Ice Conditions Model Ice

Type Ship Type Results Evaluated

Ahn (2019) [3] Full-scale test Arctic ice Sea ice IRV Ice load, Ship speed
Yamauchi (2009) [4] Full-scale test Thick ice Sea ice IRV Ice load, Ship speed, Penetration

Nyseth (2013) [5] Full-scale test Sea ice edge Sea ice Icebreaker Ice load, Ship speed,
Ship Motions

Lu (2019) [6] Full-scale test Ice floes Sea ice PSRV Ice load, Ship speed, Rudder
angle, and power

Lee (2016) [7] Full-scale test Ice floes Sea ice IRV Ice load, Ship motions

Kotilainen (2019) [9] Full-scale test Ice sheet Sea ice IRV Ice load and ice conditions,
Ship speed

Guo (2022) [10] Model test Level ice Frozen ice IRV Ice load, Ship speed, Penetration

Luo (2018) [11] Model test Ice floes Artificial ice Bulker Ice resistance, Ship speed,
Ship motions

Myland (2017) [12] Model test Level ice Frozen ice IRV
Ice resistance, ice and ship
parameters, ice floe size,

and distribution
Zhang (2021) [13,14] Model test & PD Level ice Frozen ice IRV Ice load, Ship speed

Sawamura (2021) [15] Numerical
Simulation Thick plate ice Sea ice IRV Penetration, Ship speed, Energy,

Icebreaking force
Gao (2015) [16] FEM Iceberg Sea ice Tanker Penetration, Ship speed, Stress

Riska (1987) [22] studied in detail the interaction mechanisms of two ice-strengthened
ships when they rammed thick multi-year ice floes. Using data and phenomena from
full-scale ship tests, the ramming interaction is separated into physical structures that
can be studied individually, and a numerical model is used to determine the ice force
parameters due to the ramming and subsequent ship response. Two types of model ice
material tests were also conducted based on the actual ship test: the fine-grained saline
model ice (FG-ice) model test in the ice tank and the concrete model ice (Foam concrete)
model test in the towing tank. Among them, due to the fast speed of ship-ice interaction,
ice materials are treated as elastic and brittle materials, and the time-dependent part of
ice is ignored. To maintain a linear relationship between the penetration distance of the
model and the prototype, a criterion for compressive strength scaling is derived. The scale
of the model test model is 1:40, the model ice thickness is 7.5 cm, and it simulates 3 m thick
ice. The ship model test data collected longitudinal and vertical displacements and forces,
which were used to compare the prototype, model, and numerical simulation data. The
research results show that the multi-year thick ice floe can be regarded as a brittle material
with uniform properties, and the bow load and penetration distance increase linearly with
the ship’s speed.

The overall ramming process is illustrated in Figure 1 and can be divided into several
steps: I. The vessel accelerates to a certain speed within the fragmented ice channel; II. The
bow of the vessel makes initial contact with and compresses the ice layer; III. The vessel uses
propeller thrust and its own inertia to ride up onto the ice layer; IV. The vessel penetrates
the ice layer, causing extensive damage and creating a passage slightly wider than the
vessel’s width; V. The vessel reverses within the fragmented ice channel; VI(I). The vessel
retreats to a sufficient distance for acceleration, preparing for the next cycle, as showen in
Figure 1 the turn arrow.

Full-scale ship testing is the most direct and effective method to study the perfor-
mance of ramming navigation, but it also has shortcomings, such as a long experimental
preparation period and seasonal restrictions. Studies have shown that the ship’s load, ice
penetration distance, ice destruction mode, and ship’s motion response are directly related
to the ship’s speed and ice conditions. Ahn and Kee (2019) [3] recorded and analyzed
ship data from the Korean icebreaker ARAON during polar research activities. They pro-
posed a method for predicting ship resistance and velocity under various ice conditions.
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Nyseth et al. (2013) [5] evaluated the vessel’s response and the possibility of global loads
acting on the hull for different types of ship-ice interactions by assessing the vessel’s motion
in six degrees of freedom during ramming events using recorded data from the Norwegian
Coast Guard icebreaker KV Svalbard. Lu and Kujala (2020) [6] conducted measurements
during a special event involving the continuous ramming of an icebreaker into multi-year
floating ice. Strain gauges were installed on the bow and stern of the vessel, and cameras
were placed on the deck. A central measurement unit recorded the vessel’s speed, rudder
angle, and power. The recorded parameters were analyzed using statistical methods to
gain a deeper understanding of the potential factors or operations leading to high ice
loads. Lee et al. (2016) [7] obtained ramming loads on the vessel’s hull when ramming into
multi-year and floating ice via full-scale ship trials. While full-scale ship trials are the most
direct and effective research method for studying the performance of ramming icebreaking,
they also have limitations such as long preparation cycles, limited research subjects, and
seasonal constraints.
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According to the type of model ice, it can be divided into frozen model ice test and
artificial model ice test. Both should ensure that the ice strength is reduced in proportion
to the scale ratio to obtain the correct ice load. Guo et al. (2021) [10] constructed a model
ship in an ice tank to accurately predict the navigation performance and ice loads during
ship rams with thick ice in polar research ship operations. Non-dimensional numbers were
analyzed to determine the ship’s ramming capability. Luo et al. (2017) [11] utilized a towing
tank equipped with a wave maker at Harbin Engineering University to simulate wave-ice
interactions and wave-ice-ship interactions in the ice-marginal zone using paraffin wax as a
model ice. The paraffin wax model ice does not involve ice fragmentation, which is feasible
in the case of broken ice. However, caution must be exercised when simulating floating ice,
as the use of artificial model ice like paraffin wax can lead to easy damage to the ice edges
when the ice floe size is large. The experimental results indicated that the ship’s navigation
performance is dependent on the ramming speed, with the penetration distance and local
loads increasing linearly with the ship’s speed. Based on the findings obtained from the
study, improvement suggestions for future ship designs were proposed.
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The main objective of this study is to investigate the ship ramming loads, icebreaking
patterns, and penetration distances of an icebreaking vessel at different sailing speeds.
Tests were conducted in a towing tank using artificial and breakable model ice to evaluate
the icebreaking capability of the vessel. The research is divided into four parts: Part 1:
Introduction to the background and significance of ship ramming; Part 2: Description
of the experimental methods for evaluating the icebreaking performance, including the
experimental procedures and conditions; Part 3: Observation of the model ice, including
monitoring the performance of the model ice during experiments and observing the ice
damage patterns after the vessel’s ramming. The observation of the model vessel’s ice-
breaking performance includes the speed, penetration distance, and load response during
the sailing process; Part 4: Discuss the important results of ramming tests, including model
rate analysis of ramming model tests and discussion of ice failure modes; Part 5: Summary
and prediction of the experimental results, as well as the planning of future experiments.

2. Test Methods
2.1. Experimental Model

In this study, the test model used is an icebreaking scientific research vessel. The
detailed icebreaker model parameter details are shown in Table 2. During the open water
experiments, the turbulence stimulator was installed at 5% of the Length Perpendicular
to the Perpendicular (LPP) from the Forward Perpendicular (FP) to minimize the scaling
effects caused by conflicts between Froude and Reynolds scaling. During the ramming
experiments, friction between the ice and the turbulence stimulator occurred frequently,
and no ice-related tests were conducted with the installation of the turbulence stimulator.

Table 2. Main parameters of the IRV.

Main Dimension Prototype Model

LDWL 149.3 m 6.0 m
Lpp 147.2 m 5.9 m
B 22.6 m 0.9 m
D 23 m 0.6 m
T 9.0 m 0.4 m

Displacement 17,543 t 1.1 t

2.2. Model Scaling

Relevant research has been conducted on the model testing similarity system required
for conducting ice-ship interaction model experiments in conventional water tanks. This
research provides technical and theoretical support for the implementation of model testing,
thus laying the foundation for the successful execution of physical model experiments.
When a ship navigates through ice, three types of forces act upon it: gravity, inertia, and
friction. The destruction of model ice is mainly controlled by gravity and elastic forces [23].

(1) Froude Number (Fr)

The Froude similarity criterion assumes that gravity and inertia forces are dominant,
adhering to the principles of geometric similarity, kinematic similarity, dynamic similarity,
and similar boundary conditions in fluid experiments. In dynamic similarity, it satisfies the
requirement of gravity similarity. The Froude number (Fr) can be expressed as the square
root of the ratio of inertia force to gravity force (Equation (1)):

Fr =
U√
gL

(1)

where U is the velocity, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and L is the characteristic length.
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(2) Reynolds Number (Re)

The Reynolds similarity criterion assumes that viscous forces and inertia forces are
predominant, satisfying the requirement of viscosity similarity in dynamic similarity. The
Reynolds number (Re) can be expressed as the ratio between inertia force and viscous force
(Equation (2)):

Re =
ρUL

µ
(2)

where ρ is the water density, U is the velocity, L is the characteristic length, and µ is the
dynamic viscosity coefficient of water.

(3) Cauchy Number (Ca)

The Cauchy similarity criterion assumes that elastic forces and inertia forces are
predominant, satisfying the requirement of elasticity similarity in dynamic similarity. The
Cauchy number (Ca) can be expressed as the ratio between inertia force and elastic force
(Equation (3)):

Ca =
ρU2

E
(3)

where ρ is the water density, U is the velocity, and E is the elastic modulus of ice.
In this study, it is necessary to simulate the damage of ice cover under the ramming

of the ship model. In this process, the dominant forces are inertia force, gravity, friction
force, and elastic force. Therefore, the Froude and Cauchy similarity criteria are used to
scale the physical processes. According to these two similarity criteria, the scaling ratios for
geometric length, ice strength, ice thickness, and ice elastic modulus are λ, while the scaling
ratios for time and velocity are λ1/2, and the scaling ratios for mass and force are λ3. The
detailed scale relationship between the prototype and model of each physical parameter is
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Scale of main physical quantities.

Parameters Scale Units Parameters Scale Units

Length λ m Ice strength λ kPa
Time λ1/2 s Ice thickness λ m

Velocity λ1/2 m/s Elastic modulus λ MPa
Force λ3 N Density 1 Kg/m3

Friction 1 - Acceleration 1 m/s2

2.3. Model Ice

Artificial model ice is a supplement to model ice in an ice tank and has the same
mechanical properties as frozen model ice. This article simulates 1.5 m of thick level ice of
the current year, with a uniaxial compressive strength of 1200 kPa and a bending strength of
500 kPa. The mechanical properties of frozen model ice are affected by temperature, solute
concentration, ramming velocity, etc. The mechanical properties of artificial non-freezing
model ice are not affected by temperature, and its strength decreases with the increase in
doped particles. The preparation of model ice refers to ITTC’s recommended procedure for
model ice preparation ITTC—test methods for model ice properties.

The materials used to prepare artificial non-freezing model ice are 1801 stearic acid,
2426 H polyethylene particles, and boiling water. Since the melting point of stearic acid
is 56~69.6 ◦C, stearic acid particles will melt into oil in boiling water, and the mechanical
strength of its solid state is too high and needs to be reduced, while the melting point of
polyethylene particles is about 130 ◦C higher than the boiling water temperature. The
preparation method of artificial non-freezing model ice is to keep stearic acid particles in a
mixed solution of oily stearic acid and boiling water, and the mixture of stearic acid mixed
with polyethylene particles slowly solidifies to form non-freezing model ice. The ITTC
model ice preparation procedure is different from the artificial ice preparation procedure
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in this article. The ITTC [24] ice tank preparation model ice uses cold air to reduce the
temperature of the solution in the tank, allowing it to achieve a phase change from solution
to ice and then controls the mechanical properties of the ice using temperature recovery.
The density of stearic acid is close to that of polyethylene. After cooling, the stearic
acid gradually solidifies, forming artificial model ice in which stearic acid is mixed with
polyethylene particles. The incorporation of polyethylene particles achieves the purpose of
weakening model ice and simulating natural defects such as cracks, voids, and air pockets
in real sea ice to a certain extent.

Figure 2a,b show the three-point bending and uniaxial compression test processes
of artificial model ice, respectively, and the test results are summarized in Table 4. The
loading speed of the model ice mechanical property test was the same as Riska’s test [22],
which was set to 1~5 mm/s. This is because the ship-ice structure interaction is fast enough
that sea ice exhibits the properties of brittle material. Figure 3a,b show the time-strength
curve calculated from the time-force curve of the test. The three-point bending strength
calculation formula σf = 3Fl/2bh2

i and the uniaxial compression strength calculation
formula σc = F/bhi recommended by ITTC are used here, where F is the failure load, l, b,
hi are model ice length, width, and thickness. The test results show that at a scale ratio of
1:30, the artificial non-freezing model ice is a brittle material and can be used for ship-ice
interaction tests.
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Figure 2. Strength test of artificial non-frozen model ice: (a) Three-point bending test, using CTM-100
GD testing machine, used to detect the bending strength of model ice before the test starts; (b) Uniaxial
compression test, using Zwick electronic universal Testing machine to evaluate the compressive
strength of the model ice before starting the test. Only when the strength of the model ice meets the
strength scale ratio can start the model ship ramming test.

Table 4. Statistics of uniaxial compression and three-point bending strength results of artificial
model ice.

Loading Speed Uniaxial Compressive Strength Three-Point Bending Strength

1 mm/s 31.29 kPa 24.24 kPa
3 mm/s 37.89 kPa 30.85 kPa
5 mm/s 55.14 kPa 35.27 kPa
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Figure 3. Time-strength curve of artificial model ice: (a) Test results of three-point bending strength.
From (a), it can be seen that the artificial non-frozen model ice breaks and then unloads after going
through the elastic stage, showing typical characteristics of brittle materials; (b) Uniaxial compression
test results, as can be seen from (b), the brittle failure of the material is not obvious or even plastic
when loaded at 1 and 3 mm/s, while at 5 mm/s when the material exhibits brittle failure after passing
through the elastic stage.

2.4. Experimental Setup

The detailed test process is shown in Figure 4, which includes the ship model, propeller
model, and model ice tests. The ship model and propeller model used in the test were
manufactured in strict accordance with the model value table, and the hull used 3D printing
technology to ensure its smooth appearance and high precision. The propeller mold is
processed with precision machinery, and the surface error is controlled within 0.1 mm. The
model ice test measures the strength of the model ice before the test to ensure that it correctly
scales mechanical properties. All experiments were conducted in the towing tank of Harbin
Engineering University. The tank is 108 m long and 7 m wide, and the experimental water
depth is 3.5 m. The tank carriage tows the icebreaker model forward and is equipped with
data acquisition instruments, self-propulsion instruments, and other test equipment. All
tests include the ship model ram ice discharge test and the ice mechanical performance test
before the test, the ship water resistance, the propeller hydrodynamic test, and the ship
model self-propulsion test.
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Figure 4. Experimental Procedure Diagram.

The specific test layout is shown in Figure 5, which consists of a test model, a control
system, a measurement system, an observation system, and a data acquisition system. The
model ice is arranged at the end of the tank, limited by chevron panels on the sides and
aluminum profiles on the rear side. The ramming test models include an icebreaker model
and an artificial non-freezing ice model. A ducted propeller is installed on the ship model
to provide initial thrust. The control system is mainly the trailer, the release device, and
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the four-degree-of-freedom airworthiness instrument arranged on the trailer. The control
system provides power for the test and is used for the resistance test of the ship model. The
self-propelled test and icebreaking test are also conducted in open water dynamic tests. The
measurement system and data acquisition system are matched, with a sampling frequency
of 50 Hz, and are used to measure load and motion information and data acquisition in the
test. The observation system is primarily video and photography equipment, including a
GoPro action camera mounted on the bow and a monitor mounted on a trailer to record
the ice’s damage patterns.
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The process of preparing and placing the model ice in the tank must be very careful.
The preparation and transfer devices are designed to be integrated to minimize damage
to the model ice. Because the bending strength of the model ice is very low after scaling,
the preparation mold must maintain good stiffness to ensure that the model ice sheet does
not crack during transportation. First, we prepare small-sized model ice in batches, such
as 0.5 m × 1.0 m, and then merge the small-sized model ice into large-area model ice by
pouring it with the same proportion of the hot mixture and then cooling it. Of course,
a large model ice sheet can also be poured at one time. However, it is more efficient to
prepare large-model ice by merging small-size model ice. A thin plastic film needs to be
laid between the model ice and the transfer device so that the model ice and the mold can
be separated more easily in the water.

The icebreaking research vessel is designed to have the icebreaking capability of
continuously breaking through 1.2 m thick ice (including 0.2 m of snow) at a speed of
1.5 knots [25]. When designing the icebreaking conditions for the ram, the icebreaking
capability of the vessel and the polar ice conditions were fully considered. The simulated
ice thickness was set to 1.5 m, representing the ice thickness of the current year, with a
bending strength of 500 kPa. For this model experiment, a self-developed artificial model
ice was used, which is similar in density to sea ice. The bending strength, friction coefficient,
and density of the model ice meet the requirements for this scale model experiment.

According to the recommendations of the ITTC [23] for ice model testing, the width
of the model ice should be at least twice the ship’s width, which means the minimum
width of the model ice should be 1.81 m. To eliminate the influence of the tank walls, the
distance from any load application point on the model ice to the tank walls should exceed
three characteristic lengths (lc). In this way, the range of the horizontal ice field can be
considered infinite, and it is defined as follows:

lc =
[

EH3
I /12

(
1 − ν3

)
/ρwg

]1/4
(4)
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where E is the Young’s modulus of ice with an average test value of 85 MPa, HI is the thick-
ness of the ice with an average value of 0.06 m, ν is the Poisson’s ratio of ice (0.3~0.33), ρw
is the water density, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and the average water temperature
during the test is 25 ◦C. The calculated characteristic length is 0.614 m. The distance from
the load application point to the tank walls is greater than three times the characteristic
length. Therefore, it can be considered that the simulated sea ice represents an infinite ice
field of level ice.

3. Test Results and Analysis
3.1. Model Ramming and Icebreaking Phenomenon

In the experiments conducted on a level ice condition with the icebreaking ship,
detailed observations were made on the modes of ice breaking [9,26]. It was found that the
ice breaking in front of the ship’s bow occurred via a complex process with multiple modes
of failure, and the trajectory of ice breaking reflected this complex process.

In each test group, a relatively intact area of ice fragmentation could be observed on
the water surface. Figure 4 illustrates the icebreaking pattern of the model ice at a model
speed of 0.72 m/s.

According to the series of images in Figure 6, the process of ice breaking in front of
the ship’s bow can be divided into the following stages: T0, contact between the ship’s
bow and the model ice, with evident deformation and localized damage of nearby ice
floes; T1, as the ship model continues to advance, the lateral ice floes in front of the
ship’s hull experience a combination of local compression and buckling, resulting in
fragmented ice; T2, after the fragmented ice is pressed underwater by the ship’s hull,
localized compression damage starts to occur in the ice floes on the right side of the bow,
while a circumferential crack extends from the shoulder of the ship model towards the bow
pillar; T3, the circumferential crack extending along the ship’s hull encounters local damage
caused by the bow pillar, triggering the formation and propagation of a new circumferential
crack (second-order circumferential crack); T4, the two circumferential cracks merge and
cause extensive bending and damage to the ice floes on the left side of the ship’s hull,
while the ice floes on the right side of the hull enter the process of circumferential crack
propagation. T5, the ice floes eventually break under multiple ramming forces, with the
floating ice either submerging under the ship’s bottom or being pushed aside to both sides
of the ship model, creating a narrow channel closely following the width of the ship model.
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3.2. Ice Penetration Distance

The penetration length in level ice can be determined by comparing the position
of the intact ice edge before and after each ramming test [10]. Table 5 presents the
experimental results of penetration distance, average load, and extreme values as a
function of ship speed.

Table 5. Measurement Results of Model Test.

Ship Velocity Model Velocity Penetration Length Load Mean Load Max

5 kts 0.51 m/s 0.48 m 138.3 N 341.9 N
6 kts 0.62 m/s 0.67 m 159.6 N 432.1 N
7 kts 0.72 m/s 0.79 m 169.5 N 526.8 N
8 kts 0.82 m/s 0.96 m 179.6 N 589.1 N
9 kts 0.92 m/s 1.08 m 194.0 N 683.8 N

The average penetration values for typical speeds are summarized in Figure 7, showing
a relatively good linear correlation between the two variables. In the calculation models
by Sawamura et al. (2020) [15], the penetration distance is related to the ice thickness;
however, it needs to be experimental proof. We cannot distinguish if the thickness is the
main influence factor in the ramming test; it should be studied with other influence factors
in the future. The experiment can be improved by considering the influence of ice thickness
and ice mechanics. Riska (1987) [22] analyzed full-scale, model, and numerical results and
found that the ship penetration distance during ramming is proportional to the speed,
which is the same as the study in this paper. Guo (2021) [10] used frozen model ice to
conduct a ship model ramming test in the HSVA large ice tank. The results also showed a
positive correlation between penetration distance and speed.
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Figure 7. Curve of Penetration Distance with Ship Speed Variation.

3.3. Bow Loads

The observed force-displacement curves also exhibit corresponding pulsating char-
acteristics [22]. In Figure 8, it can be seen that the continuous fluctuations on a high
level represent the characteristic of compression damage and the complete unloading of
bending damage, which corresponds to the observed continuous compression damage in
the bow column region and the bending damage caused by circumferential cracks in the
experimental phenomenon.
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Figure 8. Total Force-Time History of IRV at a Speed of 0.514 m/s during ramming with Level Ice,
a–f are used to express the ice damage stage in the time-force curve, which can be seen in Figure 6.

Taking the test record at 0.514 m/s as an example, when the release device is activated,
and the model ship starts free sailing under the action of water resistance (Stage a), the
force-time history shows an increasing trend of fluctuation. When local compression
damage occurs in the ice sheet (Stage b), the force-time history exhibits continuous and
rapid fluctuations on a high level of ice force. When the circumferential crack starts to
extend towards the bow column (Stage c), the ice force rapidly rises to a very large peak
value. When this crack extends to the region where local compression damage occurs in
the ice sheet near the bow column, the ice force suddenly drops to a certain level, while
the second-order circumferential crack rapidly extends towards the front end of the bow
column, eventually triggering large-scale fracture and damage of the ice sheet (Stage d),
and at this time, the ice force also rapidly rises to the next peak value. The completion of the
aforementioned damage process leads to a rapid decrease in ice force, but this decreasing
trend is quickly terminated by the extension process of the circumferential crack on the
other side of the bow (Stage e). A series of successive large-scale ice sheet damage processes
on both sides of the hull will cause significant damage to the ice sheet in front of the bow,
and this large-scale damage will promote the rapid upwelling of the ice water body in front
of the bow, further expanding the range of ice sheet damage. This coupled physical process
is ultimately reflected in the force-time history as a sustained unloading state over a certain
time (Stage f).

Further analysis of the ramming experiments reveals a stable and regular rela-
tionship between the icebreaking load and the sailing speed. For ships navigating in
ice-infested areas, the average ramming load directly determines their continuous ice-
breaking capabilities, while the extreme loads are primarily considered for structural
safety. Table 5 provides the average and extreme load data, and Figure 9 shows the
variations of the average and extreme ice forces acting on the model ship under level
ice conditions with respect to the sailing speed. The following patterns can be observed
from the curves: (1) The average load of the ship during ramming increases with the
increase in sailing speed; (2) The extreme load experienced by the ship during ramming
also increases with the increase in sailing speed.

In this physical process, the bow contact load is of particular interest to designers as
it also determines the design requirements for the local strength of the hull. During the
experiment, tactile sensors were installed on the outer side of the bow to measure the
variation of ship-ice interaction load over time. Both the average and extreme values of
the contact load increase with the increase in sailing speed, but the rate of increase is
relatively moderate.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Ice Strength Scaling Guidelines

At present, the scaling criteria of ice in ice model tests are not uniform. Although
ITTC [23] recommends scaling criteria dominated by the Froude number, the damage to ice
materials is obviously more complicated. Newman [27] tried to introduce the concept of
strength factor in fracture mechanics into the scaling criterion of model tests and obtained
the critical ice strength factor used to control ice fracture. The main reason for the non-
uniform scaling of ice strength is the complexity of the internal crystal structure and defects
of the ice material and the complexity of external damage caused by non-uniform loading
environments [28]. However, the results of the ship model test are not ideal. The main
reason is that it is contrary to the Cauchy number. At the same time, the operation is too
complicated and has been recommended by the ITTC model ice test rules.

In the research of Riska (1987) [22], the ship-ice contact area and ice pressure were
first determined, and then the compression strength was scaled by the penetration
distance. The scaling relationship between the model and the actual ship is shown in
Equations (5) and (6). In his study, compressive strength dominated. This may be related
to the short distance of ship-ice interaction and the fact that the ship type studied is a bulk
carrier with a large bow inclination angle. The scaling of the flexural strength [29–32] and
elastic modulus follows exactly the linear scaling derived from the Froude and Cauchy
numbers. The research object of this article is an icebreaking scientific research ship, and
the bow inclination angle is smaller than that of other ships. Therefore, the bow is more
likely to climb up the ice, and the strength of the ice must take into account not only the
scaling of the compressive strength but also the scaling of the flexural strength, and even
more importantly. Therefore, this article uses the model scaling method recommended
by ITTC, that is, the similarity relationship derived based on the Froude number and
the Cauchy number, such as the scaling ratio between the model and the real scale, in
Table 3.

pnom = CS·Sc (5)

Scp

Scm
=

CSp

CSm
λ1−2C2 (6)

where pnom is the nominal ice pressure, CS is based on the form of the Tsai-Wu failure
criterion and Sc is the ice compressive strength factor, C2 is the empirical constant dependent
on the test, λ is the scale factor, and the subscripts p and m represent full scale and
model, respectively.
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4.2. Destruction Modes of Ice

Figure 4 shows detailed pictures of ice damage at different times when an icebreaker
collides with flat ice. The model ice shows typical compression damage in the initial stage
of ramming, which is consistent with the research of Riska (1987) [22]. As the ship model
moves further forward, the damage of the model ice shows bending-dominated damage,
which is the main reason for the generation of circumferential cracks. This situation occurs
in most ship-ice interactions, where the ice failure shape is slightly different depending on
the ship shape. In the final stage, at higher speeds (v > 0.72 m/s), the model ice showed
obvious splitting. Myland [26] studied four different bow types of icebreaking model tests.
The test results showed that large ice floes can produce greater resistance than small ice
floes. However, the study of ice thickness on ramming ice has not been carried out in-depth,
and the correlation between ice thickness and ice destruction cannot be concluded here. Of
course, the failure mode of ice is also related to the properties of the ice itself. Ice will show
ductile, elastic, and brittle failure at different ballast rates [29–32]. In this study, however,
the ramming velocity was fast enough that the failure of the model ice was shown to be a
brittle failure.

In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn. During the icebreaking process
of ship ramming, the damage modes of ice are mainly compression and bending damage.
The ice destruction mode in ramming is related to the type of icebreaker, ice conditions,
and ship speed.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the ram icebreaking experiments:

(1) Similarity criteria: By summarizing the commonly used similarity criteria and deriv-
ing scaling rules applicable to model tests under ramming conditions, the similarity
criteria for ramming experiments on level ice were established.

(2) Model ice damage: In the ramming experiments under level ice conditions, the
damage pattern of the model ice for the IRV initially involved localized bending
and squeezing damage caused by the bow, followed by extensive bending damage
initiated at the shoulder as the model ship climbed onto the ice surface with inertia.

(3) Ramming distance: Under level ice conditions, there is a good linear correlation
between the icebreaking distance and the sailing speed.

(4) Contact load of the icebreaking ship’s bow: Under level ice conditions, both the
average and extreme values of the contact load on the bow of the icebreaking ship
increase with the increase in sailing speed.

Studying the ramming of ice-strengthened ships is of great significance. If conditions
permit, we will focus on conducting more comprehensive experiments in towing tanks in
the future. Research should focus on analyzing different ice conditions, such as ice bending
strength and ice thickness under variable operating conditions, as well as model tests on
different ice conditions, such as ramming with large floating ice blocks and ice ridges. In
addition, it is important to study the prediction of the icebreaking capability of full-scale
ships based on model test results. Overall, research on ramming is still in its early stages
and requires further in-depth study.
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